Dialysis, personalized.

Personalize your home
dialysis experience.
Now there’s an advanced home dialysis
system with improved features for added
control and convenience.

Why consider peritoneal dialysis?
Peritoneal dialysis (PD) can offer many advantages—from allowing you to dialyze at
home, to providing a more flexible treatment schedule.
That’s why we created the Liberty ® Select cycler. Made with simplicity in mind, the
Liberty Select cycler makes your PD treatment easy and convenient, so you can feel
confident dialyzing at home.
With features such as flexible treatment options; step-by-step, on-screen
instructions; simple, easy-to-understand resources; and around-the-clock
product support, dialyzing at home has never been so easy—or so freeing.
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Features of the Liberty Select cycler
Flexible treatment options

Step-by-step on-screen instructions

xchange
dwell time

Simple, easy-to-understand training resources

me

support program

Around-the-clock support from
our dialysis product experts

me

With the Liberty Select cycler, dialyzing has never been so easy—or freeing.
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white glove delivery

It’s easy to use
Here’s some good news: you don’t need to be a dialysis expert to use the Liberty Select cycler. It has a
full-color touchscreen to give you step-by-step instructions on what to do from the start of treatment
to the end. Plus, there are user-friendly items like color-coded tubing, a special tubing organizer, and an
easy-to-load cassette designed to make setup easier. It even tells you what to do if something goes wrong.

Color-coded tubing

Tubing organizer

Easy-to-load cassette
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It fits into your life
Have a full day planned? Choose treatment
at night while you sleep. Prefer to dialyze
during the day? Choose daytime treatment
while you catch up on your favorite TV
shows. The Liberty Select cycler gives you
the freedom to choose when and where
to dialyze, so you can spend less time fitting
in treatment and more time fitting in life.
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It goes wherever you go
Do you like to travel? Our Liberty Select cycler
does, too. Built with portability in mind, our
Liberty Select cycler fits neatly on a nightstand
and comes with an optional travel case and
rolling cart. So, whether you’re moving from
room to room or state to state,* your cycler
is ready to go with you.
Travel anywhere within the United States. Restrictions on international
and sea travel apply. Ask your home therapy nurse for further details.

*

Rolling travel cart
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dwell time

We’re here for you
We know that it takes more than a good cycler to dialyze successfully at home. That’s why our Liberty Select
cycler comes with a team of experts and training tools to support you every step of the way.
support program

Support Program

Technical Support: 1-800-227-2572

Designed to provide simple,
helpful information, our support
program includes:

Have a question about your machine? Our Technical Support team
is available 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Just call and our friendly
product experts will help answer your questions.

• Educational flyers
glove delivery
• Wwhite
orksheets
to record your
personal treatment information

• Training videos and more
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Customer Service: 1-800-323-5188
Need more supplies? Like our Technical Support team, our
Customer Service team is available 7 days a week, 365 days a year
to answer any questions about your PD supply orders, scheduled
deliveries, and more.

Delivery service
Let us do the heavy lifting. Liberty Select cycler supplies
are delivered to your door by TruBlu Logistics®, our
specialized delivery service. Our drivers are specifically
trained to deliver your supplies to your storage location,
count your inventory, rotate your stock and return any
expired, overstocked, or damaged supplies.
For more information, visit
www.fmcna-libertyselect.com.
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We’re here to help you succeed
At Fresenius Renal Technologies, we strive to provide superior treatment for every patient, every day.
Worldwide, our products help treat more than 400,000 people with chronic kidney disease on dialysis.
For more information about our company, visit us at our website, www.fmcna.com.

Want to find out if home dialysis is the right choice for you?
Ask your doctor for more details.

 o learn more about Liberty Select, call 1-800-323-5188 or visit
T
www.fmcna-libertyselect.com.
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Read the Instructions for Use for safe and proper use of these devices. For a complete description of
hazards, contraindications, side effects, and precautions, see full package labeling at www.fmcna.com.
Indications for Use: The Liberty Select cycler is indicated for acute and chronic peritoneal dialysis. The
stay•safe patient connectors are intended for use with a peritoneal cycler for drainage and infusion of PD
solution during peritoneal dialysis exchanges. The stay•safe patient connectors are indicated for acute and
chronic peritoneal dialysis.
Caution: Federal (US) law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician.

Is home dialysis the right choice for you?
Ask your doctor for more details.
To learn more about Liberty Select,
call 1-800-323-5188.

Dialysis, personalized.
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